AN OVERVIEW OF THE FILM OCEANS ELEVEN BY STEVEN
SODERBERGH
Directed by Steven Soderbergh. Casey Affleck and Scott Caan in Ocean's Eleven () Brad Pitt and Carl Reiner in . An
adaptation of Homer's great epic, the film follows the assault on Troy by the united Cast overview, first billed only.

Rusty stands outside its front gate awaiting him. The closest thing to an antagonist is played by human teddy
bear James Corden. Rusty tries to alleviate her concern and asks her to go up to her hotel room. His eyes are
on recapturing the heart of his wife, played by Julia Roberts. Once Walsh is assured service, Benedict agrees
to Rusty's demand. Plot[ edit ] Following his release from prison, Danny Ocean violates his parole by
traveling to California to meet his partner-in-crime and friend Rusty Ryan to propose a heist. What ensues is
an intricate mission to rob the casinos involving Danny and his eleven, where everyone plays a special part.
Benedict listens as they act as if they confront the robbers with gunfire, and a loud explosion happens
immediately after. Then Danny Ocean got out of prison. And as the Girl there's the biggest star of them all,
Julia Roberts. Simple movies can be some of the greatest movies if they have a lot of funny parts or really
good action parts to make up for it. Benedict, unsatisfied with Danny's plan to get back the money, orders his
men to escort Danny off the premises and inform the police that he is violating his parole by being in Las
Vegas. Once Linus is in the elevator, Saul fakes a heart attack inside the Eye in the Sky and Livingston alters
the casino security's camera monitoring system. One gets the feeling Rusty wouldn't need to be a part of the
robbery if he didn't slip into a new piece of couture fabulosity three times a day, which coincides with the
unspoken code of the version. So what happened? Benedict goes to see that Danny has seemingly been locked
up in the storeroom throughout the heist and thus innocent of any crime. Out of that came a string of pulpy,
populist masterpieces, like L. His debut, ''Sex, Lies and Videotape,'' was so much about outsiders that one of
its characters pressed a video camera to the window instead of his nose. Soderbergh's ''Traffic'' last year may
have been the only unheralded exercise of talent in the picture. The same could be said for the actors onscreen.
Wladimir Klitschko the Boxers. On the night of the fight, the plan is put into motion. And as a screen actor,
the comic Bernie Mac gets better and better. Soderbergh is not about to dilute the good will his extraordinarily
charismatic cast seduces out of the audience. It is shown that Danny's team used their practice vault to create
fake footage to fool Benedict. Just as Danny and Rusty are leaving, they mention the owner of the casinos
from which they intend to steal is Terry Benedict. Danny Ocean and his eleven collaborators spend much time
preparing for the big heist by getting to know all the ins and outs of the casinos and their employees. With
Livingston communicating with them, the crew position themselves as needed for their particular expertises
and roles in the job. Running time: minutes. They proceed through the casino and down to the vault, where
they meet Danny, Linus, and Yen. Holmes scales his rhythms to the picture's pace, giving the movie a
heartbeat. The cast is having a gas, and the actors who play for broad comedy hit their targets hard and
repeatedly. In the vault, the crew convince Benedict that the robbers used the explosion to escape without a
trace. Afterward, Benedict arrives at one of the casino's elevators. Roberts , who works for Benedict and is
involved with him. Curiously, he heads for the holding room where Danny was taken. Having successfully
accomplished their task, the rest of the crew, dressed in normal attire, gather around the Bellagio's fountain
display during its show. Danny admits the job is just a ruse in order for him to win back Tess and convinces
Rusty to stay by allowing the crew, instead of himself, to decide whether Tess could be a part of the take.
Since Benedict and Reuben have a conflicted past, Reuben gains a newfound motivation to not be skeptical
and decides to hear who they intend to recruit. He contacts his old sidekick Rusty Ryan Brad Pitt with a
scheme to steal millions from not one but three Las Vegas casinos.

